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Выучить слова модуля 5b+записанные в тетрадь к диктанту.
Ex. 1 p.88 письменно
Ex. 2 p.76 читать, переводить, письменно соотнести текст с проблемой.
Ex. 5 p.77 читать, переводить
Составить письменно и выучить монолог

You are going to give a talk about disasters. You will have to start in 1.5 minutes and
will speak for not more than 2 minutes (10-12 sentences).
Remember to say:
• which disasters can happen;
• which of these disasters are common in your country;
• which is the most serious to you, and why.
You have to talk continuously.
6. Написать письмо личного характера:
You have received a letter from your English-speaking pen-friend Mary who writes:
…My aunt lives in Arkansas and last week her house was ruined by a tornado. What do
you think are the most horrible natural disasters? Which of them are typical of the place
where you live? What can people do to protect themselves from them?
Write a letter to Mary. In your letter answer her questions. Write 90-100 words.
Remember the rules of letter writing.
7. Complete the text:
Global Issues
I would like to tell you about global issues in the world. First of all, I want to say that
people have lived in our planet Earth for centuries and ______. In ancient times the
biggest global problem was wars. Today, there are more global problems ______:
ecological problems and social, economic and political issues.
The first category includes ecological destruction, pollution and global warming as the
result. The second category of global problems deals with social, economic and political
issues. They include global terrorism, poverty, human rights, health issues, racism and
many others. We are faced ______.And more and more countries are suffering from it. It
is difficult to catch terrorists and prevent their acts.
Poverty is another global problem. The worst situation is in Africa where people
(mostly children) die every day of hunger. _____ affect the poorest society.
Another global problem is racism, ____.
To sum it up, we live in the 21st century and humanity has made a great progress in
technology, so I think that it is strange that we still have global problems, especially the
ones that deal with social, economic and political issues. I am sure ______.

A. when people of different races and different skin colour are humiliated and even
killed
B. Problems of hunger, malnutrition, illiteracy and diseases
C. global problems have always existed
D. that they can be solved completely without any conflicts or wars
E. with the problem of global terrorism.
F. which can be divided into two categories
8. Раскройте скобки, употребляя глаголы в Passive Voice.
1. At the last competition the first prize (to win) by our team. 2. The question (to
settle) as soon as they arrived. 3. Your report must (to divide) into two chapters. 4. Soon
he (to send) to a sanatorium. 5. The book (to discuss) at the next conference. 6. The
composition must (to hand) in on Wednesday. 7. Yesterday he (to tell) to prepare a speech.
8, The article (to publish) last week, if I am not mistaken. 9.The lectures (to attend) by all
of us. 10, A taxi (to call) fifteen minutes ago, so we are expecting it any moment. 11 The
young man (to introduce) to me only a couple of hours ago, but it seems to me that I've
known him for years. 12. The rule explained by the teacher at the last lesson (to undertand)
by all of us. 13. The poem was so beautiful that it (to learn) by everybody. 14. I hope the
invitation (to accept) by everybody. 15. The letter (to post) in half an hour. 16. It seems tо
me that music (to hear) from the next room.

